Architectural rendering of the new
home of the Ronald Reagan Institute
planning to open in early 2020.

The Ronald Reagan Institute (RRI), the Washington, DC office of the
Ronald Reagan Presidential Foundation and Institute, promotes
our 40th President’s ideals, vision, and leadership example through
substantive, issue-driven forums, academic and young professional
programming, and scholarly work.
RRI builds on the legacy and ideas of President Reagan through
our three policy centers: the Center for Civics, Education, and

L E G A C Y

Opportunity, the Center for Peace Through Strength, and the
Center for Freedom and Democracy. Each of these centers ensure
President Reagan’s legacy is advanced in our nation’s capital.

1455 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW Suite 850
Washington, DC 20004
www.ronaldreaganinstitute.org
DCinstitute@reaganfoundation.org

“ If there was ever a moment when we needed the
clarity of President Reagan’s vision and example
it is now. We need to renew, relearn, relitigate the
principles he advanced, and apply them to the
problems of the day.”
House Speaker Paul Ryan
Inaugural Address to the Ronald Reagan Institute
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CENTER FOR
CIVICS, EDUCATION, AND
OPPORTUNITY
Invests in our next generation of citizens by promoting
the importance of civics and effective education policy.

Reagan Institute Summit
on Education (RISE)
Gathers distinguished education thought leaders and
scholars to assess the American education landscape.

Reagan Scholarship

Reagan Institute Reagan Institute
National Security Strategy Group
An annual convening
Task Force
of leaders with extensive

Promotes President Reagan’s belief in a strong
American military which is essential to securing peace.

Will reinvigorate President Reagan’s vision of
America as a shining city on a hill.

A comprehensive university
program including an
accredited course focused
on developing the next
generation of citizen leaders
through experiential learning
in Washington, DC.

A series of essays authored by public
intellectuals and elected officials that
advance the principles and beliefs
captured by some of the most important
speeches of our 40th President.

CENTER FOR
PEACE THROUGH STRENGTH

CENTER FOR
FREEDOM AND DEMOCRACY

generation of public
policy professionals and
citizen leaders through
young professionals
programming.

The Reagan National
Defense Forum (RNDF)
Is the premier annual gathering of key stakeholders
in the defense community where participants get
an inside look into all facets of U.S. national security.

The Center for Peace
Through Strength task force
convenes thought leaders,
elected officials and industry
executives to build on the
policy conversations that
occur at the annual Reagan
National Defense Forum.

foreign policy and national
security experience who
will continue to shape
Reagan-style policy making
both inside and outside
of government.

Conversations with
Great Communicators
Speaker Series
Our speaker series advances the legacy of The
Great Communicator by hosting conversations
with leaders and influencers on issues of national
and global importance.

FUTURE EVENTS
The Honorable Larry Kudlow, Director
U.S. National Economic Council
March 2019
Senator Marco Rubio (R-FL)
April 2019
A Bridge Builder and Trailblazer:
Celebrating Justice Sandra Day O’Connor
September 2019

